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About This Content

The omnibus simulator captures the famous holiday island! With the OMSI 2 Add-on Mallorca the player can experience the
popular beach region on the Balearic Islands along the Platja de Palma cities Palma, Can Pastilla, El Molinar S’Arenal. Three

city bus lines, one express bus line and 33 special lines lead you through these nearly completely open cities, extensively staffed
with more than 1,000 objects and buildings. The motorway MA-19 along the eastern part of the bay is also included.

Thanks to a cooperation with the local transport service EMT Palma, the modelled routes and timetables follow the original
schedule data of the Palma region. For passenger transportation, the player has one solo bus and one articulated bus at his
disposal. They come with true to original liveries as well as newly recorded announcements and passenger voices. Several

animations bring the scenery to life; for example, you can find cruise liners docking in the harbour and airplanes landing at
Palma de Mallorca Airport.

Apart from that, the buses can not only be used on Mallorca, but are also compatible with the add-on Project Gladbeck.
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The cities of Palma, Can Pastilla, El Molinar, S’Arenal, Platja de Palma

Four of the five cities can be driven in almost completely

3 city bus lines

1 express bus line

33 special lines

Real schedule data from EMT Palma

Including solo bus and articulated bus of the transport services

Announcements and new voices of the passengers

More than 1,000 objects and buildings

Motorway MA-19 included

Buses compatible with add-on Project Gladbeck

Docking and departing cruise ships

Airplanes landing at the airport
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Another great DLC from Giants. I got this in the sales but it is worth every penny at normal price. The two tractors that it adds
are great and very handy and the horsepower is good for the price. The new telehandler and wheel loader are good aswel
because you can now hook trailers to them. If you were picking up pllaets, you can use one vehicle to pull and load. The new
addition of a skidsteer is great. they have so many functions and they are very hefty for their size and they arent really
expensive. They tractors have aroun 200 to 350 horsepower and they both go 43\/44 mph. This is definately worth geting as it is
a fun and practical addition to the game. Thnks for reading and give me a thumbs up and also check out my other farming sim
reviews. WELL DONE GIANTS!. Very fun RO2 mod that brings new weapons, factions, vehicles, and maps. Some guns are a
bit wonky but everything functions fine. Not many players or servers, it seems.. if you liked Limbo and considering to try this
game, do not. Play Limbo again. Ludo is a fun board game for 2 to 4 players OR you can play solo against the AI. It works well
either way. It is very easy to learn for those that don't already know the game. And it's cheap.. Simple yet elegant, interesting
mechanics.. bad. just bad.

Feels like the kind of title that would've been great on the PS2, but gameplay has come a long way since then.

If you enjoy games with rigid linear level design, terrible voice acting, wooden, uninspired character animations, cumbersome
UI, and awkwardly responsive controls then this is exactly what you're looking for!

For everyone else who likes fun though, avoid this title. It has not aged well. Very interesting gameplay then level up is
depended on how much chaos you bring to world. Completing the game without killing an innocent turned into true challenge.
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This "Season Pass" does not contain all DLC - there is additional DLC that you also need to pay for.. I loved this game. So far
this is my favorite escape the room game. Easily forgot I was in my living room and found myself avoiding tables and items in
the game as if they were real. Its short but sweet. For that reason do not look up any walkthroughs! Save the satisfaction for
yourself!! Also this was a good intro to VR game. My aunt said she would just take a look for a minute. She ended up playing
this for over a half hour. As a non-gamer everything in this came naturally to her.. \u6e38\u620f\u5d29\u6e83\u4ee5\u81f3\u4e
8e\u65e0\u6cd5\u8fdb\u5165\u6e38\u620f\uff0c\u4f46\u6e38\u620f\u770b\u8d77\u6765\u633a\u4e0d\u9519\uff0c\u5c31\u7
ed9\u4e2a\u8d5e\u5427(\u6ca1\u771f\u6b63\u73a9\u8fc7\uff09. Awesome game! Please buy so we get more VR/Couch Coop
games like this. Its just as fun as Job Simulators kitchen segment but adds much more of challenge. And its a must play with
someone on the couch playing as the server. Honestly cannot recommend this game enough!. A definite must-have for any point
and click, whodunnit fan.
It is one of my favourite Sherlock games, along with the Serrated scalpel and Nemesis (to some extent). The more recent games
have seen an increase in morbidity, verging on horror, which is a no buy stamp for me.

This game is not your average point and click adventure, as the difficulty does not rely in inventive ways of combining items,
but in interpreting the information you gather through discussions, observations, documents, just like Sherlock would. You have
to enjoy sifting through lots of dialogue, names, places etc. in order to reach a certain conclusion.
If you don't, then it's not the game for you.
The animations are well done, even though where are some issues with the movement of the characters, and they add nicely to
the overall atmosphere.

All the answers are logical in the end, you just need to pay attention and consider everything. Also, you feel very good and smart
when you get them right!. Mirror Angels Paradise is a very fun game that I can see myself sinking some time into. Pretty
difficult but not impossible. Runs well and looks nice. Has a strong arcade field to it. My ONLY complaint is binding keys
doesnt work, but that can probably be fixed.

Also I got slice, realm, and chaos all on the first 6 floors and felt like a god damn baller.

8\/10. An option to stop the music will be great! There is one and only one simple melody but after 7 levels non stop I just
wanted to shot myself
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